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Abstract
From 2010 to 2022, the Lommasson garden was a 3,600 square feet plot of land on the
University of Montana’s campus in Missoula, Montana. The space produced mixed vegetables,
herbs, native plants, a beehive, and seasonal duck occupants. It was used for educational
purposes, internships, and employment, including 2-6 garden interns each year. In spring 2022,
the garden was demolished to make room for a new campus dining hall and the start of a new
student life center. Having a space centrally located on a college campus is a great way to
promote healthy eating, teach students about food system sustainability (or unsustainability), and
connect campus community members to their food. My research answers three questions related
to campus food production and its social and educational impacts: (1) Given the loss of the
Lommasson garden space, what can/should the future of on-campus food production look like?,
(2) How will student engagement and education be designed to accommodate any new garden
space?; and (3) In what ways can future on-campus food production and garden spaces consider
equity and justice? From research on campus farms and gardens and surveys of UM affiliates, I
will develop recommendations for the future of on-campus gardens. To inform this
recommendation, I will administer and analyze a survey of UM students and employees to assess
how people felt about the old Lommasson garden and their thoughts about a new space. My
analysis will include the location of the garden and the components within a new garden space

on campus. Determining these aspects will be beneficial to UM’s campus to create a space for
inclusion, equity, and community.

Introduction
The Lommasson garden was a small plot of land on the University of Montana’s campus
in Missoula, Montana that was used to grow mixed vegetables and native plants. Due to the
recent construction of a new dining hall, the garden was demolished along with a residence hall
and half of the current Lommasson building. The manager of the garden continues to work at the
second UM Dining-owned and operated garden on the south campus near the Iron Griz. Losing
the Lommasson garden has not stressed or impacted campus dining too much but the presence of
the garden is missed. Additionally, the garden was used for educational purposes, internships,
and employment, all no longer available since its demolition.
I will be proposing a space and a plan for campus to implement a new on-campus garden.
There are important pieces to consider, implement, and include in this space. This proposal will
be informed through a wide spread literature review, real-life examples from case studies in
higher education that will inform me of recommendations on campus food production moving
forward, a survey to gauge campus support and interest, and interviews with those that are
knowledgeable in certain fields. One of those issues campus planning should address is the
increasing importance of mental health. New research has emerged connecting people’s access
and visibility of green space to mental health. Green space is defined as land that is partly or
completely covered with grass, trees, shrubs, or other vegetation, like parks and community
gardens (EPA, 2017). Being outdoors and having access to nature has become increasingly
associated with mental well-being and there is now a substantial body of evidence around the

relationship between nature and mental well being. There are restorative benefits of contact with
nature including stress reduction and the role of green space as a setting that helps create social
interaction and relationships (Wood et al., 2017). Another important part of a campus garden is
producing food; which can be defined as the process of creating food by converting raw
materials into ready food products (Amadi & Allen, 2019). There are other important parts that a
new on-campus garden must consider like inclusion, education, location, community, the
environment, and the University of Montana’s other green spaces. This is important to
understand how a new on campus garden can function and how it can be utilized in different
ways.

Research Focus
My research will answer three main questions related to campus food production and the
social and educational impacts it has. My research will inquire:
● What will the future of on-campus food production look like now that the Lommasson
garden is gone?
● How will student engagement and education be designed as we envision new on-campus
food production? (in its design and/or its operation)?
● In what ways can future on-campus food production consider equity and justice,
particularly as they relate to the student experience?
By researching how other universities include food production in their campus designs
and operation and speaking with UM affiliates, I will build a recommendation for the University
of Montana for future on-campus gardens and food production. One of the biggest changes from
the old Lommasson garden is to create a new garden space that is visible and larger.

Figure 1. The location of the former Lommasson garden

Food Systems & Education
Creating an on-campus garden can increase food security on the University of Montana
campus for all affiliates. The field of food security often involves simple handouts of foodstuffs,
cash, or food stamps, which feed people in the short term but don’t resolve systemic issues in the
long run (Innerarity, 2021). The UM Food Pantry is important because it addresses the food
insecurity on UM’s campus. Increasing student and community members’ understanding of the
nature of the food system takes precedence over handouts. Giving people the access to
knowledge on how to grow their food on a tight budget and limited access to space is
revolutionary. Creating collaboration between departments to involve students, faculty, and staff
in improving and utilizing an on-campus garden will unlock this opportunity even further. With
the infrastructure already in place with the PEAS farm, the seed library, the UC Garden, and the
ethnobotany garden, an on-campus garden can further support students with limited access to
resources to help them gain experience, knowledge, and their own gardening space.

Creating spaces for students and community members to be together is extremely
important as Innerarity explains, “...students and staff [learn] about the food system, empowering
them to grow their food at home in urban and rental gardening environments, cultivated
much-needed social networks during remote learning, and increased community food
sovereignty skills,” (Innerarity, 2021). An on-campus garden is an important space for
internships, a gardening community, and a place for students and staff to enjoy a natural space.
An on-campus garden can work to give power back to the individuals, a term known as; food
sovereignty. By educating and localizing food production; students, staff, and community
members can gain important knowledge which can be applied to their own garden or encourage
them to become involved in a community garden space. Education and hands-on learning are
core principles at the University of Montana, so having a space on campus allows students this
style of learning which accomplishes the school’s mission. Through analyzing case studies of
different universities it will guide how the University of Montana can use food production for
educational purposes. These case studies are examples from higher education to inform my
recommendations on campus food production moving forward.

Food Insecurity on the University of Montana Campus
The University of Montana’s Food Pantry serves a variety of food and hygiene products
for students. The food pantry opened in 2019 due to a rising need for additional food and
resources. The pantry is open to University of Montana students, staff, and community members
and additionally provides education, services, and outreach as requested. The food pantry used to
benefit from the now-demolished Lommasson garden but still receives fresh produce from
another garden on campus behind the University Center and UM’s PEAS farm (Program in

Ecological Agriculture and Society). Currently, 48 pounds of food come from the Montana Food
Bank Network, 185 pounds from the PEAS farm, 462 pounds from individual donors, 403
pounds from the UC Employee Garden, and 83 pounds from WinCo Foods (Zollinger, 2022). In
2021, about 182 pounds of produce alone came into the UM Food Pantry last year through
various sources and donations (Zollinger, 2022).
Many fresh produce donations in 2021 consisted of squash and onions which are
appreciated by the food pantry. This is due to their longer shelf life and ability to be stored for
longer. Although, items that are depleted quicker from increased preference include carrots,
apples, oranges, and other less stable produce that is ready to eat. Although fresh produce is not
the main focus of UM Food Pantry, it is important to those utilizing the food pantry and their
health. The garden that is owned by the food pantry through the UC Employee Gardens is useful
but its produce is harvested in the summer. Having an on-campus garden that can produce fresh
food widely throughout the year would be more beneficial to the UM Food Pantry as well as for
the education of students on how and what to harvest throughout the year. Additionally, having a
local source limiting the amount spent at other sources like WinCo will be beneficial for the food
pantry to continue its programs and support the UM community. Through analyzing case studies
of different universities and their implementation or utilization of their campus gardens to
address food insecurity and be applied to the University of Montana.

Food Production and Green Space at the University of Montana
There are currently persisting food production spaces and opportunities that are still at
UM besides the Lommasson garden. At The University of Montana, the Program in Ecological
Agriculture and Society (PEAS) farm is 10 acres of an orchard, two hoop houses, crop fields,

and a seed garden (“Welcome to the PEAS Farm,” n.d.). Each season the PEAS farm produces
15-20,000 pounds of food for the Missoula Food Bank. An additional 5,000 pounds are delivered
to senior residents around Missoula. There are 100 Community Supported Agriculture (CSA)
shares that provide vegetables for Missoula families and households on a sliding scale. This
allows people to pay different amounts of money for their CSA depending on their income
(“Welcome to the PEAS Farm,” n.d.). The PEAS farm hosts spring, summer, and fall internships
which are extremely popular options for students. They welcome any major and level of
gardening experience. The internships allow students to learn about different aspects of
agricultural production through fieldwork, on-farm workshops, and field trips throughout
Montana (“Welcome to the PEAS Farm,” n.d.). Although, there are so many internship
applicants that many get turned down due to limits on the number of interns allowed in one
semester. With another food production site at the University of Montana, the demand from
students to work within sustainable agriculture can be fulfilled.
At the University of Montana, there is an outdoor garden around the University Center.
This garden hosts perennial plants, medicinal plants, drought-tolerant plants, vegetables, herbs,
and plants that attract pollinators and beneficial insects (“UC Gardens,” 2022). These gardens are
used by different departments on campus for educational purposes, food production for various
sources (like UM Food Pantry), and plant tours. The University Center garden was intended to
create an educational and aesthetic environment. Also at The University of Montana as well
there is an ethnobotany garden that is now hosted on PEAS farmland. Ethnobotany is the study
of how people of a specific culture or region use indigenous or native plants (“Plants and
People,” n.d.). These plants can provide a wide range of services including food, medicine, dyes,
fibers, oils, soaps, waxes, and more. At The University of Montana, the ethnobotany garden

reflects the shrubs and grasses of the Rocky Mountain West tribes; Northern Cheyenne, Salish,
Kootenai, Pend 'D'Oreilles, Gros Ventre Assiniboine, Assiniboine Sioux, Blackfeet, Crow, Little
Shell Chippewa, and Chippewa Cree (“Ethnobotany Garden,” 2022). There is a wide variety of
farming practices at the University of Montana that reflect indigenous practices, produce local
food, and create educational spaces for the UM community. Finally, the South Ave Garden is a
half an acre growing space that produces food and opportunities for internships and employment.
In this space, there is a small orchard and experiments with different growing techniques
(“Campus Agriculture,” n.d.).
These spaces, PEAS farm, the University Center garden, South Ave Garden, and the
ethnobotany garden are amazing spaces that create a more enriched and vibrant experience for
the entire campus population. But, an on-campus garden, like the Lommasson garden, will add to
this education and growth of local Montana food. An on-campus food production system uplifts
the ideals held central to UM of sustainability, promotion of education, community building, and
hands-on learning. Looking at case studies of other universities beyond the University of
Montana I can learn how different food production looks.

Green Space and Mental Health
Recent research has connected greenspace; which is defined as human exposure to
natural spaces or environments, is linked to mental wellbeing. As previously defined, green
space is partly or completely covered land with grass, trees, shrubs, or other vegetation, like
parks and community gardens (EPA, 2017). There is research from the last decade done that
illustrates the connection between access to this green space and mental well-being. A study in
the last year explained,

“...the frequency of green space use and the existence of green window views from
within the home was associated with increased levels of self-esteem, life satisfaction, and
subjective happiness and decreased levels of depression, anxiety, and loneliness. Our
findings suggest that a regular dose of nature can contribute to the improvement of a wide
range of mental health outcomes. With the recent escalation in the prevalence of mental
health disorders, and the possible negative impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on public
mental health… suggested that urban nature has great potential to be used as a
‘nature-based solution’ for improved public health.” (Soga et. al., 2020).
This article points to the importance of having green space and nature around people, especially
during times when mental wellbeing is challenged. This article does not claim that greenspace
can cure individuals’ mental illnesses or address chronic mental health issues but does have a
positive effect and can alleviate some negative effects. The article also explains that nature
nearby or insight can prevent mental health from further deterioration for many. Both greenspace
and a “green-view” (seeing greenspace from one’s place of living) can impact people
significantly. The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted mental health, creating stressful living
conditions for most people around the world. Greenspaces like gardens give people sensory
experiences such as hearing birds, smelling flowers, and interacting with nature. It can also
encourage people to interact with others in their community to alleviate loneliness and improve
one's well-being. Additionally, the study found that “respondents with a higher amount of green
space had better mental health and were less affected by stressful life events than respondents
with a low amount of green space,” (Wood et. al. 2017). Greenspaces of an on-campus garden
that can be seen by people on campus walking, in class, or in dorms can benefit mental health
and create a healthier campus community. The University of Montana like many other college

campuses is plagued with increasing mental health issues especially with COVID-19 creating
isolation and limiting interaction. By creating more spaces on campus where people can connect
and work together, UM can change the narrative of mental health currently. As I illustrated, even
just having green space in the form of a campus garden can improve people’s well-being.

Horticultural Therapy and Mental Health
Horticultural therapy is the method of using plants and plant-based activity for the
purpose of human physical and mental wellbeing. This method of therapy is based on a human’s
five senses (hearing, touch, taste, vision, and smell) to connect to nature. A study was done by
Meng et. al. in China in 2020 evaluating how horticultural therapy could improve college
students’ well-being. Meng et. al. found,
“Horticultural therapy helps to build a sense of ability, self-worth, enhance
self-confidence, enhance social interaction, obtain positive support energy, and improve
health quality. College students (usually 18-25 years old) are between the middle and late
adolescence and early adulthood, which is the transition stage from teenagers to adults.
According to the view of developmental psychology, most of the college students have
low immunity, and their spirit is in a tense state for a long time…It has been proved by
practice that horticultural therapy can effectively cultivate college students to love nature
and life, promote them to realize the meaning of life through labor, and establish a
positive outlook on life. It is considered that cultivating the positive psychological quality
of college students is an important orientation of mental health education in colleges and
universities.” (Meng et.al., 2020)

As Meng et. al. study found, working with natural systems can benefit college students as
well as the community around them. As mental health has taken precedence in recent years,
institutions and organizations have responded by supporting those who need resources. The
University of Montana has taken strides to support college students’ mental health but can do
more work to increase well-being on campus. Through an on-campus food production space, not
only food can be cultivated, but horticultural therapy, community, and natural aesthetics be
promoted.

Biodiversity and Natural Services
With urbanization and the increasing global population, nature has decreased in diversity
and size. Cities lack space for nature to properly flourish and cities are the spaces that are mostly
occupied by people. As Philpott et. al. explains, “Increases in urbanization result in widespread
wildlife habitat fragmentation and transformation via paving and roadways, changes in the local
climate, pollution, and a loss of species richness, including arthropods,” (Philpott et. al., 2014).
Urbanization and sprawl endanger more species in the United States compared to other human
activities (McKinney, 2002). The extinction of native species of plants, organisms, and animals
continues to rise with the increasing conversion of natural spaces to human cities. The growth
rate of urban land for suburban housing is accelerating faster than land preserved for parks or as
conservation areas (McKinney, 2002). This issue is continuing with the decrease of natural
spaces and species which is detrimental to natural systems. Those natural systems include
pollination, air filtration, nitrogen fixation, carbon cycle, nutrient cycling, the water cycle, and
more.

Pollinators are extremely important to help increase agricultural yield and productivity.
Pollinators work to transfer pollen between male and female parts of flowers that enable
fertilization and reproduction of plants. Pollinators contribute to the agricultural yield of an
estimated 35% of global food production (Smith et. al., 2015). Pollinators provide a wide range
of benefits to society including food security, biodiversity maintenance, ecosystem stability, and
beekeeper livelihood. Unfortunately, pollinators are facing many challenges as Smith et. al.
explains, “...worldwide decreases in the number, range, and species diversity of both wild and
managed animal pollinators have been well documented. Since 2006, managed honey bee
colonies in the USA have seen sustained and significant annual winter colony losses at around
30%,” (Smith et. al., 2015). These challenges are forged from issues with land use, management
intensity, climate change, pesticides, genetically modified crops, pollinator management,
pathogens, and invasive species (Potts et. al., 2016).
The decline in pollinators will cause significant global health burdens from diseases and
micronutrient deficiencies. Pollinator crop productivity is important for balanced human diets.
These crops are the principal sources of many micronutrients, including vitamins A and C,
calcium, fluoride, and folic acid (Potts et. al., 2016). Extreme pollinator losses could result in a
substantial rise in the global rate of ischaemic heart disease leading to millions of deaths per year
(Potts et. al., 2016). Understanding the importance of arthropods and pollinators illustrates why
the abundance and richness of these species are critically important for managing urban areas to
promote ecosystem and human services. Having a campus garden that supports or includes
pollinators is beneficial for people who consume that food and the environment. Gardens with
the function of food production, which was the purpose of the old Lommasson garden and the

goal for the new garden, need to prioritize healthy food for not only people but also the greater
ecosystem that the University of Montana is within.

Diversity of Representation
Creating an equitable space for all students and Missoulians takes a deeper understanding
of food production. Having a socially just space and creating inclusion requires “power” and
“privilege” to be defined. Montalvo explains, “Power, privilege, and oppression are ‘structural’
in the sociological/anthropological sense of the term…nonprofit organizations driving and
defining community change is the opportunity to transform our everyday shared practices that
re-perform and reproduce these structures of power,” (Montalvo, 2015). This is from the article
“To the American food justice movements: A critique that is also an offering” by Garzo
Montalvo where they decipher how these terms; power, privilege, and oppression, frustrate the
food justice movement. A new on-campus garden will not have the power to change the
historical inequities in the agriculture industry, but approaching the space with a social justice
lens will facilitate the creation of an inclusive space. The current agricultural system is owned by
predominantly white, heterosexual, and male. Currently, white people own 1,973,006 farms in
the U.S. which is 89% of all farmers (“Census of Agriculture,” 2017). The second-largest
stakeholder is American Indians or Alaska Natives who are 2.7% of farmers in the U.S. (“Census
of Agriculture,” 2017). Social equity in respect to food production needs to be addressed and
implemented. In Montalvo’s article, he proposes, “What would our work look like if we shifted
from asking how to ‘attract diversity’ to our organizations, and instead asked how to dismantle
the cultures that oppress communities of color on a daily basis?” (Montalvo, 2015). Concerning
proposing a new campus garden, this requires recognizing the systems of power that agriculture

has grown from and those oppressed in the process. Industrial agriculture still holds
characteristics from our history where colonizer practices, commodifications of crops, capital
focus, and accumulation of wealth are occurring. This is accompanied by the exploitation of
labor, predominantly of black and brown people, many of whom are exploited, working in poor
conditions, and unfair wages. Agriculture is a systemically oppressive place and needs to be
continuously corrected.
Currently, students are disconnected from their cultural agricultural heritage. This
includes people from cultures around the world as well as locally. As Innerarity explains,
“Biodiversity as a model of why human diversity is vital to community resiliency,” (Innerarity,
2021). Creating a community in a natural environment is a place where people can be centered
and find their culture celebrated. Building community through collaborative learning processes
includes many aspects of The University of Montana’s Priorities for Action (“Priorities For
Action,” n.d.).
As Block et. al. discuss in their article, “School-based programs that do not address
cultural diversity risk widening social and health inequities. In an era of high migration, with
global increases in population diversity in developed countries (Daunt, 2003), it is critical that
programs are culturally inclusive. Recognition of the positive contributions of people from
culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) backgrounds is also critical to promoting social
inclusion” (Block et. al, 2015). Making diversity, equity, and inclusion an intractable part of the
on-campus garden, not a separate topic or afterthought, illustrates UM’s drive for social equality.
Sharing and learning from diverse physical spaces, cultures, and garden experiences can also
exemplify diversity on campus (Innerarity, 2021).

A new food production space must recognize the power structures in industrial
agriculture. The agriculture system is embedded in historical processes which have produced
social relations responsible for social and environmental problems faced today. As described by
Alkon in their article on the discrepancy of race in agriculture;
“The West Oakland Food Collaborative (WOFC) members attribute the historic decline
of black farmers nationwide to the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)’s
denial of loans, subsidies, and other support that enabled white farmers to transition to
mechanized agriculture (Gilbert, Sharp, and Felin 2002). In 1997, the USDA settled a
class-action lawsuit on this issue, though black farmers and their descendants have
reported difficulties claiming their portion of the settlement (Wood and Gilbert 2000).
Discrimination against black farmers created an agricultural sector dominated by whites
and deprived African Americans of a source of wealth and access to economic and
environmental benefits,” (Alkon, 2009).
As Alkon clearly explains, there is historic evidence of racism towards black and brown
people in agriculture as well as in society. The industry still has not adapted enough to recognize
this issue and as previously stated by Montalvo, we must address and dismantle systems of
oppression to improve food production and make it a more equitable place. I do recognize that
one on-campus sustainable garden will not change the agribusiness system, but is a necessary
step toward UM’s community relationship with food justice and inclusion. Having a space that is
accessible to those with disabilities is also extremely important. Accessibility and equal access to
opportunities are a part of creating an all-inclusive space.
Diversity has become a priority for UM to increase and create a more inclusive and
welcoming community. At Southern University, a garden was implemented to represent the

historically African-American sororities and fraternities to give future students a sacred space to
feel connected and celebrate their history. The garden space was an environment where events
and statues to the history of the school were embodied to acknowledge and share the values and
beliefs of the diverse pockets within the university (Riley & Bogue, 2014). At Montana State
University there is an annual dinner that serves traditional Montana native food (Montana State
University, n.d.). This meal is important to the local tribes and the community because it is also a
conversation where those traditional foods, the American influence there has been on native
cuisine, and other topics are discussed.

Food Forests and Their Benefit to College Campuses
Food forests are polycultures which is the practice of growing more than one species in
the same space at the same time. Polycultures attempt to mimic the diversity of a natural
ecosystem. But for a food production space, the polycultures are fruit-producing trees that can be
harvested for human consumption. Food forests are proving from research that in addition to
producing food, they are providing ecological and social benefits. As Allen et. al. explains,
“They may include seven or more layers including overstory and midstory trees, shrubs,
herbaceous species, ground cover plants, root crops, vines, an aquatic layer, and fungi,” (Allen
et. al., 2021). These spaces can serve as educational experiences as well as food production.
Students, faculty, staff, and community members can learn about how to create permaculture,
what that entails, how food forests promote biodiversity, and how to start their own. Included
below is a photo from the Central Rocky Mountain Permaculture Institution food forest in
Basalt, Colorado.

Figure 2. Central Rocky Mountain Permaculture Institution food forest, photo taken by James
Allen
In addition to food production, food forests are extremely beneficial in mitigating the
urban heat island effect, increasing biodiversity, improving the aesthetic of neighborhoods, and
sequestering carbon (Allen et. al., 2021). At the Central Rocky Mountain Permaculture
Institution, it was found that food forests sequester more carbon than traditional gardens and
other urban landscape aspects (Allen et. al., 2021). This can be extremely beneficial to the
environment, the community around the food forest, the people that benefit from the food
produced, the ecosystem services, and the replication of a natural environment.
The plants used in the food forest should be perennials that can regrow every year and
require limited effort from Garden City Harvest to manage this space. Ideally, we would like to
see perennial fruit trees, nut trees, berry trees, nitrogen fixers, pollinators, native species, and
fruit and vegetable varieties included in this model (Wyatt, 2021). Figure 3 illustrates the

different layers of a food forest, and we have provided a list of plant varieties that would grow
well for each layer based on the climate of the site.
1. Canopy Cover: Elderberry, Cherry, Pear, and Apple Trees.
2. Subcanopy: Plum Trees, Mulberry, Strawberries
3. Shrubs: Honeyberries, Chokeberries, Rhubarb, Blueberries, and Currants.
4. Herbaceous/Pollinators: Sunflowers and Herbs such as Milkweed, Lavender, Oregano, Chives,
and Sage.
5. Rhizosphere: Garlic, Onions, Potatoes, and Fungi (need to be inoculated).
6. Soil Cover/Nitrogen Fixers: Lupin, Alfalfa, and Clovers

7. Climbers: Grapes and Peas.

Figure 3. Food forest diagram of different stages of ecological succession (Food Forest Montana,
2021).

A food forest would be a wonderful addition to campus and provide ecological benefits,
learning opportunities, and a variety of food production. Food forests have proven to be great
methods to create a more aesthetically pleasing environment which can improve how people
interact with campus. A food forest is a great visual to illustrate to people how committed to

sustainability and a healthy environment the University of Montana is. I will propose a food
forest at the site in my recommendations.

Case Studies - Food Systems & Food production in Higher Education
I used these real-life case studies in higher education to inform my recommendations on
campus food production moving forward. I also examined ideas of what’s happening elsewhere
so that I could propose ideas for UM, see how other campuses are grappling with multiple goals
when it comes to gardens, education, and food production. I analyzed the University of Idaho,
Loyola University, Montana State University, and Southern University. These examples have
similar climates or were working towards the same goal that UM desires to promote.
At the University of Idaho, in Idaho falls there is an arboretum that provides a site for
instruction in botany, horticulture, forestry, landscape architecture, environmental science, and
other fields related to living collections (“University of Idaho Arboretum & Botanical Garden.”
2022). The arboreta were created to encourage research in plant hardiness, systematics, and
hybridization as well as educate the public through field trips, lectures, and tours. The University
of Idaho also wants to provide a place for students to rest in a beautiful environment to gain an
appreciation for plants. Also in Idaho, Idaho State University in Pocatello has a garden with
plants, herbs, and flowers of many kinds. The garden is medicinally focused to provide the
school of medicine with traditional plants like California poppies and peppermint.
At Loyola University in Chicago, Illinois there are four affiliated gardens illustrating
urban agriculture. The gardens are located on a rooftop, terrace, and two traditional in-ground
lots. This has allowed Loyola University to explore different methods of urban food production
and provide communities around the University with fresh, healthy produce (“Sustainable Food,”

2022). Food is distributed to the Loyola Farmer Market where SNAP benefits (Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program) are accepted and the rest is donated to local food pantries. The
greenhouse features rain-water harvesting, geothermal heating, aquaponics, and the ability to
host student and class projects (“Sustainable Food,” 2022). The aquaponic system uses fish and
their water to irrigate crops allowing nutrient-rich water to be recirculated. There is also a green
wall for vertical gardening experiments where different crops are grown and harvested. Growing
beds are supplemented with LED lights that support year-around student/faculty projects and
growth. The greenhouse implements Integrated Pest Management (IPM) to limit pest populations
and chemical reliance.
The terrace garden features 15 raised beds, the production of flowers, cut greens, and
pollinator plants. The flowers include Sweet Pea, Zinnia, Calendula, and more. The terrace
garden cut greens include swiss chard and multiple kale varieties (“Sustainable Food,” 2022).
The rooftop garden hosts eleven raised beds and six large pots where vegetables and flowers are
produced. The vegetables grown here are root crops (carrots and radishes), leaf crops (lettuce and
arugula), and squash crops (zucchini and summer squash). There is a composting system that
keeps the plant waste local and is cycled back into the soil (“Sustainable Food,” 2022). Row
covers or “hoops'' are utilized at this garden to extend the growing season in Loyola’s cold winter
months. “Hoops” are plastic covers that can be pulled over the raised beds to keep the plants
from freezing, simulating a greenhouse. Lastly, the Winthrop garden is larger, having 30 raised
beds. A large variety of vegetables are grown here as well as fruits, herbs, and shade-tolerant
native plants. This is the home to two beehives that are used for their pollinating ability and
honey production. The rain barrel catchment system reduces water use and the composting

program limits garden waste (“Sustainable Food,” 2022). Loyal University has created a diverse
food production system of gardens within the dense city of Chicago.
In Bozeman at Montana State University, they have the Bozeman Agricultural Research
and Teaching Farm (BART Farm) off-campus. This space comprises 474 acres and includes the
Oscar Thomas Nutrition Center, the Towne Farm, Horseshoeing School, and Horticulture Farm.
MSU also has the Post Farm which is a 254-acre site focused on creating new wheat and barley
varieties, cropping systems research, and research to control weeds in small grains (“Farms &
Facilities,” n.d.). The Horticulture Farm supports the teaching of turfgrass management, organic
market gardening, and research programs. The Towne’s Harvest Garden is a three-acre vegetable
and educational research farm. The farm is partially student-run and has a community-supported
agriculture (CSA) program. The program promotes learning about food production, valuing local
foods, community involvement, and empowerment (“Farms & Facilities,” n.d.). Montana State
University also has on-campus, the Plant Growth Center which is built with greenhouses, growth
rooms, growth chambers, plant pathology isolation units, and a containment space. This space
can be requested to be used and can support many projects at one time also having lab-style
classrooms in the building for instruction (“Farms & Facilities,” n.d.).

Research Methods
Through different avenues of research, I was able to get a deeper understanding of my
topic of the future of on-campus food production since the Lommasson garden has been removed
from the University of Montana campus. I was able to understand how student engagement and
education can be designed in a new on-campus food production site in its design and its
operation. Also, I was able to deduce ways future on-campus food production can consider

equity and justice, particularly as they relate to the student experience. I used methods of literary
research, surveying, case studies, and interviews. The outcome of my research illustrates how the
University of Montana can create a new campus garden to benefit campus dining and students’
access to overall health and experience at the school. I worked with my mentor Eva Rocke who
is the sustainability director at the University of Montana. Eva facilitates all the sustainability
efforts on campus to help UM reach its carbon neutrality goal. The final product includes a
design and a written report that articulates how the university can include food production in its
campus design and where the placement should be. This includes a summary of the literature on
on-campus food justice initiatives, the meaning of “environmental justice” in the context of food
systems, and the impact of green space on mental and community health.
I researched and analyzed case studies from other universities located in similar climates
with food production systems. This provided ideas, management strategies, and formatting ideas
for a new campus garden. I investigated other campuses with a similar climate by using the
USDA Hardiness Zone Density map to identify areas with similar climates. Additionally, I
researched the best gardening methods for aesthetically pleasing looks throughout the seasons
which will benefit the future of green space on campus and the garden overall. I will research
and describe how gardening in a climate like Missoula’s can be done with sustainability in mind
in respect to infrastructure and creating an inviting and equitable space for people. This gave me
insight into the role of the garden on campus. For example, who should be invited in and interact
with the garden. Should students be allowed to work in the garden and use it for education
purposes or should it remain as a producing garden only? Through my analysis of other
universities, I can use their experience, success, and downfalls of their on-campus garden
systems as a reference.

To understand the needs of students on campus and what kind of food students need, I
talked with the UM pantry program. Their program is supplying any student that needs extra
food and health products at the University of Montana. This program is an important social
justice element that the campus provides. I will discuss with Collin Zollinger what students
prefer; packaged fast meals or fresh food that they can use as snacks or in meals? This helped me
understand what is most important to students in need of food on campus and thus what role can
the newly proposed campus garden provide. Through a discussion with Zollinger, he was able to
share with me data about their fresh food and University of Montana food insecurity. This
method was best to allow a conversation to occur and the staff’s personal preferences as well
noting shelf life, easily accessible and consumed, and storage. This information helped me
become informed on food insecurity and how access to food impacts the UM campus.
I would like to recognize the limitations I faced during this research, survey, and
proposal. During my research, I have been limited by my resources and my positionality. As a
white woman, my perspective, my vision, and my experience have limited me. In my research,
survey, and proposal I did my best to remove my personal bias or any previous feelings, but I
recognize that this still has left implications in my paper. My survey was limited to those who
can afford school meals or to purchase food from UM dining programs. This does reflect a more
privileged perspective in my survey. Additionally, my interviews were limited to people I knew,
those who had time to talk, and those that work within the university or around it. My lack of
experience farming also contributes to my lack of knowledge and reach to those who are more
experienced in this sector.

Interviews

I decided to interview Anastasia Orkwiszewski, Professor Caroline Stephens, Professor
Marisela Chávez, and meet with Richard Huffman. I interviewed Anastasia Orkwiszewski, the
University of Montana Dining Garden Manager to learn more about the Lommasson garden. I
wanted details about the operations of the old garden space, who used the food that was
produced, what was put into the garden including time, money, resources, and people, how the
old garden fell short, and how it was equitable. Through this conversation, I then transitioned my
interview into what Orkwiszewski thinks an ideal garden would look like on campus. This
includes Orkwiszewski’s perspective on the future of garden space on campus and the social
justice implications. This interview is important to conduct due to Orkwiszewski’s experience,
her job position, and her knowledge of campus gardening. This interview was conducted over the
phone as well as in person.
I interviewed Caroline Stephens who is the professor of the Agroecology course and the
co-director at the PEAS (Program in Ecological Agriculture and Society) farm. She would take
her class to visit the Lommasson garden and discuss the agroecology utilized in the on-campus
garden space. The majority of her focus when bringing her class to the garden would be on the
ducks to whom the Lommasson garden was home. The class would discuss the challenges,
benefits, vulnerabilities, and influence of the ducks posed to the garden (Stephens, 2022). The
PEAS farm where Stephens is the co-director is the source of the seeds for the perennial plants
used in the Lommasson garden. The University of Montana’s garden manager Anastasia
Orkwiszewski and Stephens also had a relationship of sharing compost, greenhouse space, and
knowledge. This needed to be an interview with Stephens who is very experienced in food
production, and sustainability, a professor at the university, and who has utilized the Lommasson
garden for educational purposes. I thought it was best to do an interview with Stephens to get an

understanding of her vision of a new campus garden and how to incorporate diversity into this
space.
I also interviewed Professor Marisela Chávez who is a Latin American food culture and
socio-environmental justice researcher and educator (“People in W.A. Franke College of Forestry
& Conservation,” n.d.). She has worked with indigenous people in Costa Rica, the Landless
Workers Movement in Brazil, and indigenous communities in Mexico. Chávez teaches Food,
Justice, and Sustainability as well as the course Environment and Development. This interview
served as a way to get a deeper understanding of how to envision diversity and inclusion as a part
of a new campus garden. An interview was necessary in this circumstance so she could explain
her ideas and feelings about food production and how the tradition is rooted in whiteness. I also
was able to have her feedback on my ideas of celebrating diversity and how to enhance my own
plans. This perspective of diversity was extremely helpful in sharing how I approached my
literature research of equity in food production and the challenges posed by the historical
implications agriculture has created presently. This interview was beneficial in shaping my
survey as well to make it easily accessible, include a diverse range of voices, and ensure I am
approaching my research with a neutral perspective.

Survey
To gain a better understanding of broad student interest in and support for on-campus
food production, I administered a survey. Having an equal representation of campus attendees
provided the most beneficial results to support my research. This required the questionnaire to
ask about the person’s role on campus (student, staff, faculty, administrator, or community
member), what their major is, and year in school (if they are a student). A complex issue that was

not able to be addressed in this survey was how to account for the opinions of prospective
students. I created a survey working with the University of Montana Dining Services including
the Director of Dining, Richard Huffman; UM Catering Director, Colton Buford; Assistant
Director and Strategic Marketing, Trail Bundy; and the Garden Manager, Stasia Orkwiszewski.
The survey was shared through QR codes in all dining areas including the Food Court, the Food
Zoo (cafeteria), and on televisions in the University Center. The survey allows input through text
boxes so people can feel free to share as much or as little as they want. The survey will not have
statistical significance due to its lack of randomization of survey participants. The survey
inquiries how those on campus interacted with the old Lommasson garden and if there was an
event or class that brought them to the garden. I also wanted to collect data on students’
demographics including their major and the number of years studying at the university. This will
help me and the University of Montana dining staff determine who their audience is and their
thoughts about creating a new garden space. The survey has a total of 14 questions but only some
are designated for each group of those on campus. There are questions asking what people want
to see with the new garden. The survey’s main purpose is to account for campus support of new
garden space. This will illustrate to the administration the demand or lack of demand for
on-campus food production and how University of Montana affiliates feel about green space on
campus. The introduction of the survey stated:
“This survey is being conducted in collaboration with Campus Dining and a student
working on their undergraduate student doing my Davidson Honors Capstone Research
project. This survey will be used to assess perception and develop a proposal of a new
garden space on campus. The Lommasson Garden was temporarily removed due to the
construction of the new dining center opening in 2024. Campus Dining provides over

3,000 lbs. of produce every year between their on-campus diversified gardens; including
the larger garden at the Iron Griz: American Bistro. Your information will remain
anonymous.”
It is necessary that I administer a survey to have individuals share their opinions and
knowledge from diverse backgrounds. I wanted to do a survey instead of a focus group or series
of interviews so people are able to gauge their own opinions and ideas in the correct context and
space on campus. Since the survey will be distributed at campus dining areas, this is where many
students, staff, faculty, and administrators consume food, meet with others, and relax between
class or work. The survey will allow participants to share their thoughts on food production and
procurement to allow honest results on the purpose of a new campus garden at the University of
Montana. This survey was able to recruit a diverse population due to its open participation by
anyone. The voices of people are represented in the answers of open-ended questions and those
are included in the next section.

Results
Through my survey, I was able to gain insight into how individuals on campus that utilize
campus food feel about their food and food production. It is evident from my survey that there is
support from students, staff, and University Dining to have a new on-campus garden. There is a
lack of understanding of the University of Montana dining’s commitment to local, fresh food, but
this can be increased by having a more visible garden that supports campus dining. Many people
had never interacted with the Lommasson garden but
There is a clear understanding from the survey that people believe that local, fresh food is
important to their health and they want a new campus garden. There were many reasons people

gave to why they wanted a new space on campus for a garden, some of those responses are listed
below:
"Make campus feel livelier
and inviting"

"It’s important to have local
sustainable food and an
on-campus garden provides
that while also providing an
educational opportunity for us
to learn about food systems."

"I am displeased with the
removal of the old one, the
excess of lawn space, and the
prospect of removing green
space to create more parking
lots."

"I love being able to see
nature on campus everywhere
I look"

“It’s important to have fresh
local food for those that eat
on campus and seeing a
flourishing garden is a good
way to improve campus
morale and attract prospective
students”

"You can never have too
much green space. It is
nourishing in more ways than
food. It is good for the air,
good for mental health. I
always enjoy seeing gardens."

With this knowledge on a limited survey to those interacting with UM dining, the school
planners can see how important a new campus is to UM affiliates. The testimonials to the
importance of on-campus food production should be taken into consideration. Additionally, in
my interviews and conversations with many other individuals on campus, there is more support
from interdisciplinary groups that can advocate for a new on-campus garden. Some examples
include the Environmental Studies Department, the Forestry Department, the Davidson Honors
College, and more.

Uniqueness of a New On-Campus Garden
These spaces, PEAS farm, the University Center garden, South Ave Garden, and the
ethnobotany garden are the current UM gardening spaces. These gardens are great additions to
UM to create a more enriched and vibrant experience but do not have the same functions as an

on-campus garden. A new on-campus garden can provide education, growth of fresh produce,
internships and employment, and a place for community space to gather and re-connection with
nature. An on-campus food production system uplifts the ideals held central to the University of
Montana; sustainability and student enrichment (promotion of education, community building,
and hands-on learning). Finally, an on-campus garden is extremely visible and accessible to all
students, faculty, staff, administration, and community members.

Purpose of On-Campus Food Production Space
It is evident that there is interest and demand for food production systems that students
can be involved in. The only school opportunity currently for students to work with food is at the
PEAS Farm which is about 1 mile off-campus. The PEAS Farm receives so many applicants that
they have to turn people down. This clearly illustrates the demand from students to work with
food production systems. The Lommasson garden that is now demolished was able to support
2-4 internships and 2-4 employees at once, but with a larger site more internships and
employment opportunities can be created (Orkwiszewski, 2022). This should be prioritized by
the University of Montana because of its encouragement of student learning, hands-on
opportunities, and the creation of more communities.
After interviewing Anastasia Orkwiszewski I learned that the most important aspect of
the newly proposed campus garden is visibility. The old Lomasson garden was tucked away and
was a small space on campus. Having the new campus garden space more visible, allows more
community interaction, puts the University of Montana’s sustainability focus on display, and
expands student involvement. An integral part of Orkwiszewski’s job is to manage the South Ave
Campus and now gone Lommasson garden. With this, Orkwiszewski educated and mentored

interns and employees. Creating a new on-campus garden with more opportunities and space to
grow is beneficial not only to producing food for campus dining, and visible green space but also
to encouraging more students to be involved with food procurement.
The Lommasson garden included the use of livestock, 3 raised beds, rows of plants, and a
food forest (a diverse planting of edible plants that attempts to mimic the ecosystems and
patterns found in nature [Project Food Forest, 2016]). Tours for prospective students were
brought through the garden as well as staff, classes, and workshops. The Lommasson garden
provided the campus with a sustainable and aesthetically enjoyable experience. All the food
grown in the campus garden was used in University of Montana dining like herbs, fruit,
vegetables, and more. But according to Orkwiszewski, food production is less important than its
visibility to students, role as a pollinator habitat, and capacity for supporting student education
and experience.

Final Proposal
One of the questions never addressed with the old Lommasson garden was its lack of
native input and social justice impact. The space was not ADA accessible which limited its
equity as well as never addressing the ancestral land the university is built upon. Although the
garden provided food to all students with a meal plan, the issue of food insecurity prevented
students that couldn’t afford a meal plan from benefiting from the garden. A future garden on
campus could be shared with the UM pantry to help supply students with free food. This will
create a more equitable garden that benefits everyone that is a part of the University of Montana
community. It is also important to recognize the Native land that the University of Montana is
built upon and its acknowledgment to place. As Orkwiszewski stated, her mantra is, “Know your

place,” which is important in recognizing the land you are on and its history (Orkwiszewski,
2022). The university and Missoula land are built upon aboriginal territories of the Salish and
Kalispel people which should be recognized through the campus garden. These ideas can be
replicated successfully at UM by recognizing the land the university was built upon, ensuring the
space is ADA accessible, and making the space welcoming to all people.
The Emma B. Lommasson Center after the new dining center is built (where the old
Lommasson garden was) will be demolished. This space is where I suggest a new on-campus
garden should be placed. This space would be great due to its proximity to the dining building
where the food produced will be sent to. This is illustrated in the below image that shows where
the new dining hall will fit in and where the new on-campus garden should be placed. This will
help highlight UM’s dedication to sourcing local, fresh food. The space is visible, a central space
on the University of Montana’s campus, where many people walk or bike onto campus. This
space can be easily made ADA accessible and is large enough to support more internships and
employment opportunities. This space would be ideal due to its central location of campus, high
foot traffic, large size, and proximity to the new dining center and Rise + Rooted café. This space
would be about 38,625 square feet stretching from the parking lot behind the current Lommasson
building to the main walkway leading to the bear statue at the base of the Oval.

Figure 4. Proposed on-campus garden

This space will face some challenges of shading from the trees lining the main pathway
on campus as well as from nearby buildings. This will require agroecological and innovative
solutions but still has the possibility to create a great space for food production. Addressing the
access and protection of the garden center will be an important issue to address to balance the
respect for the garden and the people that work there as well as community benefit. The old
Lommasson garden was fenced which protected the crops but also limited community access.
This new space should still include limited fencing that allows access to the food forest which
should be a place where anyone can enter and harvest food. Similarly, how to create an aesthetic
space over the winter can be achieved by using tarps, caterpillar tents, or hoop houses, a new
on-campus garden can help extend the season for harvesting, have more diverse planting, and
create a continued community space for education, learning, and bringing people together.

Winter harvesting is less popular in Montana due to its challenge for farmers to work year round,
but UM can educate its students and others on the benefits of winter harvesting. With design and
artistic input, a new on-campus garden can keep its beauty through cold, hard winters. The
previous space had complaints that in the winter it was unattractive which is typical for green
spaces, but due to the new space’s suggested central location, incorporating a more appealing
look is important to the school and its encouragement of visitors and prospective attendees.
Additionally, incorporating pollinators into a new garden space can increase the amount
of healthy, nutritious food, and increase biodiversity. As Loyola University employs and the old
Lommasson garden did practice, keeping bees can encourage a more efficient growing, healthier
food, and more biodiversity. A water retention system will be necessary to implement due to the
drought Montana is currently suffering as well as the increase of climate change's warming effect
in Montana (EPA, 2016). This will increase sustainability and decrease the cost for the university
for continuous input into the new garden.
Below are a variety of shrubs, wildflowers, and clovers listed by their common names
that have been selected as potential candidates for these native plant spaces (Montana Native
Plant Society, 2008). Including native plants are important to the soil, health of the environment,
and recognizing the traditional land use. These native plants serve as hubs for biodiversity. Ther
invite important species like pollinators and arthropods into the space to improve the soil food
web.
1) Shrubs:
Species (Common Name)

Characteristics

Successful Conditions

Shrubby Penstemon

Attracts hummingbirds and bees. Grows

Borders and dry sandy- loam soils. Full

Antelope Bitterbrush

6-12 inches.

sunlight.

Attracts bees. Erosion control. Grows 4-6

Dry sandy-loam soil. Full Sunlight.

ft.
Golden Currant

Attracts hummingbirds. Edible berries.

Dry to moist sandy-clay soils.

Grows 5-6 ft.

2) Wildflowers:

Species (Common Name)

Characteristics

Successful Conditions

Beebalm

Attracts bees and butterflies. Aromatic.

Full sun. Drier to moderately moist

Grows 18-24 inches. Perennial.

sandy-loam soils.

Attracts most pollinators. Grows 3-4 ft.

Full sun. Dry sandy-loam soils.

Rocky Mountain Beeplant

Annual.

3) Ground Clovers and Vines:

Species (Common Name)

Characteristics

Successful Conditions

White Sagewort

Perennial. Mat-forming. Aromatic and weed

Partial to full sun. Sandy-clay soil.

resistant. Grows 6-12 inches.
Western Trumpet

Vine. Attracts hummingbirds and butterflies.

Honeysuckle

Grows 9-18 ft.

Full shade to partial sun. Loam soil.

Food production and student education should be the two primary goals of the new
garden space. The place for the next on-campus garden is where the Lommasson building is
currently. This space, illustrated below, can support 24 raised beds that are tall enough to
accommodate wheelchair accessibility (15'x4'x24") and 14,250 square feet of row crops. The
space can also support a food forest about 7,705 square feet, a composting space, multiple
bee-hives, a tool shed, community seating, and a large outdoor classroom. The ducks can be
brought back to campus and a variety of food produced can be provided to students. This
proposal can support many opportunities to learn about sustainable agriculture on campus and be
used in campus dining and the UM Food Pantry.

Figure 5. Garden space proposal

The community space is necessary to provide an invitation to help people reconnect with
the food system and create more communities at UM. A new on-campus garden needs to have a
space for community where people can enjoy the garden and be present around green space.
Through having a gathering space and a welcoming environment in a new on-campus garden,

people can have an opportunity to become involved with the land and food systems. Community
space in the garden will help generate safe spaces for people to meet others and become involved
with campus events. This space can bring people together and unite people through food creating
a more resilient community and a more connected campus. I propose that there are picnic
benches where students, staff, faculty, and community members can eat, chat, work, or meet with
others. There should be at least 8 picnic benches spread out in two different community spaces in
this proposed site.

Conclusion & Recommendations
Future on-campus food production can consider equity and justice as they relate to the
student experience by elevating the wisdom and management of indigenous and historic
practices with ecological thinking. This can be accomplished through involving the University of
Montana Native American community to collaborate on what is grown in the on-campus garden.
The space needs to recognize the land that the University and Missoula is built upon, The
Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes that deserve respect and recognition. By working with
the local Soft Landing and other Missoula community groups, the University of Montana can
expand its inclusion of the larger Missoula community. This will increase inclusivity of different
groups and make the University of Montana campus more inviting.

The importance of on-campus food production
Food production on campus is and can be very beneficial to the campus, environment,
and especially the University of Montana campus and community. These priorities are expressed
through the different aspects of a new on-campus garden. These aspects include a food forest,

rows of crops, a greenhouse, an outdoor classroom, raised beds, and two community spaces.
Additionally, the composting site, bee hive, and native plants spread around the site support
biodiversity and ecological services. The increased green and natural items will help with
horticulture therapy and green space that work to improve mental health. Having an on-campus
garden on a college campus especially can aid with decreasing food insecurity, increasing food
production, and increasing the connection between UM affiliates with food and community.
There needs to be an increase in education around food and how people can relate to the
environment and origin of their food. Additionally, food should be more evenly distributed to
places where food is needed. This includes the University of Montana Food Pantry where
students that need extra food and personal products can access free items. A new on-campus
garden should prioritize education in tandem with food production. Although the space should
produce food for UM dining and the food pantry, it should also ensure that the space is able to
support education through internships and employment.

Moving forward
The next step is to get administration and campus designers to consider planning the soon
to be vacant space of the Lommasson building to be the new on-campus garden. This needs to be
advocated by multiple campus groups and the support of the student body needs to be expressed.
Further investigation needs to be done on the finer details of designing the layout of the garden
including water supply, budget, shade impacts from completion of the new dining hall, and
specific growing techniques and plants. Allocation of different agriculture and horticulture
spaces in the garden should be decided based on the sunlight access and student input. The
University needs to decide how much space it is willing to dedicate to the new on-campus

garden. The space from the main brick pathway to the parking lot behind the current Lommasson
center would be best but that would require removing some concrete from campus. Moving
forward, it needs to be a priority from campus and the community to show administrators and
campus planners how beneficial this space will be to education, student experience, engagement,
and equity at the University of Montana.
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